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Preface
After the Twente Data Management workshop on Uncertainty in Databases
held at the university of Twente in June 2006, the speakers and partic-
ipants expressed their wish for a workshop on the same topic colocated
with a large, international conference. This Management of Uncertain
Data workshop, colocated with the international conference on Very Large
DataBases (VLDB) is the result of this wish.
We received 9 submissions from all over the world. Each of these sub-
missions was reviewed by at least 3 different reviewers, resulting in 6
accepted papers for the workshop. In addition, we have 2 invited talks.
The first talk Combining Tuple and Attribute Uncertainty in Probabilistic
Databases by Lise Getoor from the University of Maryland, and the sec-
ond talk Supporting Probabilistic Data in Relational Databases by Sunil
Prabhakar from Purdue University.
We would like to thank the PC members for their effort in reviewing
the papers and of course the authors of all submitted papers for their
work. We also would like to thank the Centre for Telematics and Infor-
mation Technology (CTIT) for sponsoring the proceedings. Last, but not
least, we would like to thank the VLDB organizers for their support in
organizing this workshop.
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